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Across
2) A place that gets less than 8-9 inches of rain a year
5) This speedy animal eats some of the plants that grow near arroyos
8) This bird also builds its nests in the walls of arroyos
10) Animals that might use arroyos as hunting paths at night
12) You should stay away from arroyos when you see these
13) Arroyos are like this most of the time

Down
1) This bird builds its home in the walls of arroyos
3) A bird that lives near arroyos
4) Heavy rains that can fill arroyos very quickly and cause flooding
6) A dry stream bed that carries rainwater to the river when it rains
7) When this races down an arroyo it moves so fast it can knock you down
9) Another word for dry
11) What the bottoms of natural, dry stream beds are made of
Across
2) A place that gets less than 8-9 inches of rain a year [DESERT]
5) This speedy animal eats some of the plants that grow near arroyos [JACKRABBIT]
8) This bird also builds its nests in the walls of arroyos [BANKSWALLOW]
10) Animals that might use arroyos as hunting paths at night [COYOTES]
12) You should stay away from arroyos when you see these [RAINCLOUDS]
13) Arroyos are like this most of the time [DRY]

Down
1) This bird builds its home in the walls of arroyos [BURROWINGOWL]
3) A bird that lives near arroyos [QUAIL]
4) Heavy rains that can fill arroyos very quickly and cause flooding [MONSOON]
6) A dry stream bed that carries rainwater to the river when it rains [ARROYO]
7) When this races down the arroyo it moves so fast it can knock you down [WATER]
9) Another word for dry [ARID]
11) What the bottoms of natural, dry stream beds are made of [SAND]
Fill in the blank
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DM
RITW
YHMMXA
POOPGSMF
PIXQINIAUA
PAABQBHWMVXL
PARAINCLOUDSQN
VSRAFGARBAGEBUHC
WSIACSVWOLODQACOU
YCQKSDSERTZDSTIAYAQ
QXFPMBSALLWLPOROJ
TMONSOONDSEMGVXIEKTRIL
LVGXIURIFWUQFORTSEEOPHW
XKGIQBURROWINGOWLSTYWJW
JACKRABBITTIXJUQLNMOW
ICJYSULBEABLNDQCO
SVDONPWRBBSMVRJL
BMTGMAOOEAFDIY
TIVHTSSANMKMG
QUBEIEJDS
VUROJLHN
QTNWLO
HCZX
KW

Fill in each blank with a check when you’ve found the word. Can you find all of them?

_____ ARID          _____ EROSION          _____ GARbage
_____ DRY           _____ BURROWING OWL     _____ QUAIL
_____ JACKRABBIT    _____ BANK SWALLOW      _____ DESERT
_____ RAIN CLOUDS   _____ MONSOON          _____ WATER
_____ COYOTES       _____ ARROYO           _____ FORTS
_____ SAND          _____ POOP